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Introduction

About Gundiyali
Gundiyali is a village in Mandvi Taluka in Kutch district of
Gujarat State, India. It is located 60 KM towards South from
district head quarters Bhuj, 6 KM from rural Mandvi and is
located close to the Arabian Sea. Mandvi was once a major
port of the region and has a 400 year old ship building
industry, which was practiced by the Kharva community that
still builds small wooden ships. The proximity of Gundiyali
to the shore and a major trade route enabled export of the
clay products in earlier times. They use the basic tool, a
chakda(wheel) and the skill of their hands to create various
products from smaller scale like toys to larger ones like
pots. The Jain community of Gujarat is seen as the potential
clientele by the craftsmen of this region.
About craftspeople of Gundiyali
There are about 72 Muslim potter families in all, of which
25 families are engaged in the craft at presently in the town
of Gundiyali. Every artisan in the family practices the craft
independently. The potters in Gundiyali belong to the Brar
Muslim community and are believed to be direct descendents
of Mohammad Paigamber’s foster mother who have migrated
from Arab countries to Sindh and further to Kutch. The
Kumbhar community moulds local clay into countless forms of
decorative earthenware. They craft a wide variety of vessels
such as matka for water storage, ketli to hold tea, and kulada
11

to keep buttermilk. The variety of pottery and ornamental
design is as diverse as the numerous communities around the
villages. Kumbhar women use red, black, and white clay paints
to decorate each piece of pottery with distinct communityspecific designs. Animal figurines in terracotta are ritualistically
offered to gods and warriors and the same clay yields toys for
toddlers.
In our association with the community for about half a decade
now, we started with the Craft Innovation Training Programme
in the first phase, and this is the fourth phase with the
Craft Experience Tourism
Phase 1 : Craft Innovation Training Programme
The Craft Innovation Training Program was the first training
program conducted in the village of Gundiyali. The intention
of this program was to create design awareness amongst
artisans and to explore possibilities of creating products
related to the new domain of interior architecture. The
duration of the project was from April 2015 to July 2015.
The program also aimed to encourage the craft community
towards innovation in their products to be displayed at their
own houses. These contemporary craft design innovation
products would be a starting point of engaging with tourists
and procuring large-scale orders.
Phase 2 : Community Driven Innovation Project
Community Driven Innovation Project is an attempt to initiate
an all-inclusive and participatory process, bringing together
the fields of craft and design. The idea was to engage with
the community and foster the idea of innovation. This entire
process and approach are not planned as a series or sequence
of events, rather they are like a web of activities which may
repeat, overlap and coincide with each other. In its initial
phase, the idea of community-driven innovation became the
basis of the first pilot project with the terracotta craft cluster of
Gundiyali, Mandvi Taluka, Kutch, Gujarat. During the 1st phase
12

of the project, two major activities were conducted: SelfInitiated Project and Kala- Kosh.
Phase 3 : Spatial Reconfiguration of workspaces of terracotta
craftspeople of Gundiyali
With such continued efforts being conducted over the
period of last two years, the craft community has developed
immense pride in the craft practice. After conducting various
contextual programs there was a need to relook at the existing
infrastructure facilities available with them. The project ‘Spatial
reconfiguration of workspaces of terracotta craftspeople of
Gundiyali’ aims to increase the work efficiency by reconfiguring
the existing spaces in the craft community. In order to initiate
a dialogue on infrastructural changes with the community, a
thorough mapping of the existing infrastructure, craft process
mapping, activity diagrams and informal discussions along
with the presentations were conducted.
Phase 4: Craft Experience Tourism
After the rigorous and continuous work with the community,
there is a growing interest and awareness in the craft related
activities, but with massive impact of industrial production, the
skill-based knowledge is reducing, indicating an enormous loss
to the community, culture and life of craftspeople. In order to
sustain, revive and explore the full potential of the terracotta
crafts in Gundiyali, the gaps, overlaps and challenges in the
value chain must be overcome. Hence, a new ecosystem of
engagement with crafts is created. Craft Tourism is one such
industry which can help to harness a new ecosystem in the
community. One of the key component of the craft tourism
is to engage the tourist/consumer with the local craftspeople
and production process. Allowing tourists to engage directly
with the supply chain provides not only the opportunity to
share knowledge and raise awareness of the creative process,
but also help in deeper understanding and value-building of
crafts.
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Craft CoLaborative Fellowship Programme
Initiating the craft tourism phase, The Craft CoLaborative
Fellowship Programme was conceptualized aimed to
initiate an understanding of contemporary markets, and
evolvement of the craft practice by building collaborative
ideas. The fellowship acted as a platform for exchange
of ideas and skills between the fellows and the makers. A
hands-on, experimentative approach triggered a dialogue
of collaboration between artisans and design fellows. This
created an opportunity for the artisans and their families to
understand the market trends while creating products to
explore various design challenges. Design fellows further,
immersed themselves in the craft environment and understood
the practical aspects and real-life challenges of the community.
This understanding helped the fellows to co-create products
with the artisan families to meet with the needs and wants of
the local, national and international markets. The programme
materialized exploration and co-creation of various products
ranging from interior design, architecture, home decor,
technology, interaction led education, lifestyle, and utility.
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Shreya Alok, Dharamshala
Ceramic Artist

Monish Siripurapu, Delhi
Architect

Mrinalini Bedi, Jaipur
Student, IICD

Saurabh Sharma, Jaipur
Asst. Professor, Manipal University

Pawan Sankhala, Ahmedabad
Product Designer

Ekta Gohel, Ahmedabad
Student, CEPT University

Leena Jain, Mumbai
Design Researcher |
Communication Strategist

Sushma Madappa, Bengaluru
Decor Entrepreneur
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Craft CoLAB Fellows

Craft CoLab fellows are from diverse walks of life, backgrounds
and areas of origin. Architects, product designers,
communication and management professionals, students from
across the country sent their proposals. Our eight chosen
fellows represent the diversity in experience, ideology, origins,
and perspective on crafts.
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Ekta Gohel + Salim Suleman Kumbhar & Family
Ekta, based out of Ahmedabad is an alumnus of the School
of Architecture, CEPT University, Ekta has previously worked
with Hunnarshala in Bhuj towards sustainable habitats
and community-artisan empowerment, and as a teaching
associate at CEPT in areas of architecture, and ceramics. She
is fascinated with glaze techniques like barrel fire and feather
raku, and likes working with these in the pottery workshop.
Salim Suleman Kumbhar has been practicing pottery with
his father for about 17 years, and has likes to expand his
worldview constantly. He has taken part in many pottery craft
related workshops and exhibitions with other artisans from the
Gundiyali. He aims to send his son to pursue the education
in pottery and ceramics to take this craft further. Apart from
exploring with different forms and shapes in his work, he also
has a deep interest in politics, and often discusses about the
scenario with his friends and family.
With Salim’s profound interest in exploring form and shape,
and his family’s extensive practice in moulding and creating
utilitarian artifacts, the initial discussions were centered around
bringing together the skills and the idea of innovation in form
design. Ekta’s fascination for the craft, the material and several
techniques, her orientation in thinking about utilitarian spaces
and sustainability helped create new forms.
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Ekta Gohel

Jiluben Suleman Kumbhar
Mother

Salim Suleman Kumbhar

Suleman Kumbhar
Father

Bilkish & Jamila,
Daughter & Wife
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Clay in contemporary lifestyle and spaces, bringing modularity in light and spaces
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Leena Jain + Anwar Alimamad Kumbhar & Family
Leena was born in Indore and has grown up in Chennai,
Nagpur, Raipur, Mumbai, and Ahmedabad with her ancestral
roots originating from Naliya in Kutchch, Gujarat. Her
constantly evolving surroundings led to a fascination with
people, stories and cultures. An alumnus of NIFT Gandhinagar,
she was the recipient of meritorious student award, and the
most innovative graduation project award in 2018. She has
previously worked with the Khadi clusters in Gujarat; Tibetan
folk crafts in Dharamshala, and regional crafts of Okha.
Anwar Alimamad Kumbhar, the son of Master craftsperson
Alimamad Kumbhar is a young, optimistic motivated twentythree year old craftsperson, interested in taking the craft
practice forward with new ideas, and perspectives. Before the
fellowship, Anwar had only been working on the usual form of
the birdfeeders, mugs, diyas, lamps, money banks One of the
most imperative parts of his responsibilities is to take care of
the trade.
With impeccable skills in the craft and an optimistic take on
possibilities, Anwarbhai and his family’s awareness of the past
and the present became the centre of dialogue. Owing to
an interest in cultural narratives, people and stories, Leena’s
approach towards Gundiyali and the craft was rooted in
understanding diverse cultural nuances of the community, and
evolving those ideas into design outcomes. The sentiments
towards ‘home’, ‘traditional knowledge’, ‘time and ‘nostalgic
affinities’ were exceptionally prominent in the various
conversations with the craftspeople and the locals which
became sources of inspiration.
22

Leena Jain

Sherbano Kumbhar
Mother

Anwar Alimamad Kumbhar

Alimamad Kumbhar
Father

Aishaben Kumbhar
Grandmother
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Gamification in cultural knowledge through craft
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Monish Siripurapu + Jusab Amad Kumbhar & Family
An alumnus of SPA, Delhi, Monish practices as an architect
and founded the Ant Studio. A Tata scholar, he received the
prestigious JN Tata Scholarship to study Robotic fabrication
from the Institute for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia,
Spain. Recently, out of 180 startups from 22 countries,
Ant Studio was awarded one of the 12 winners of the Asia
Pacific Low Carbon Footprint Challenge by UN Environment
Programme for ‘CoolAnt’.
Twenty one year old Jusab learned pottery from his father,
and his first outcome was a gullak. Pursuing electrical training
from ITI in Mandvi, Kutchch, he has an intrigue for technology.
He has experimented with creating musical instruments
like Borindo using terracotta, and sings Sindhi songs when
practicing.
Jusab, a motivated craftsperson has a deep interest in
technology and likes to integrate that in his craft practice. With
his family’s prowess in making traditional artefacts and his in
exploring newer mediums, a great skill set and comprehension
of the craft was built. His intrigue for technology with
Monish’s pursuits in robotics and spaces, focusing on bringing
sustainable practices in the real world has evolved into a
collaborative effort in the fellowship bringing forth a dialogue
in how technology and the handmade can support each other.
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Monish Siripurapu

Amad Kumbhar
Father

Jusab Amad Kumbhar

Asif Amad Kumbhar
Brother

Sarabai Kumbhar
Grandmother
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Functional art to aid environment conscious technology
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Pawan Sankhala + Fakir Mamad Kumbhar & Family

Pawan Sankhla, a Lifestyle Accessory Designer is based out of
Ahmedabad. A recipient of the Pool Design Award in 2018 in
collaboration with Digital Jalebi Studio in Delhi, he has worked
with craft clusters during his study period at NID. A visiting
professor at MSU, Baroda, he has worked with several design
organizations including Tata Motors’ Design Studio, Lemon
Design, Dirty Hands, and Integrated Design Services(NID).
Fakirmamd Kumbhar has been practicing pottery for the
past twenty years in Gundiyali. He has a strong inclination
towards making gamla (flower pots), gullaks (money banks),
matkas (water pots), and paraats (clay plates). He enjoys old
hindi music, and natural sounds, while working on the wheel
exploring forms of vases and hanging planters.
Fakirmamd bhai’s perpetually curious approach towards the
world translates well into his craft practice. He works with
a sense of calmness, and often experiments with flower
and planter pots, along with utilitarian products like water
pots, money banks, and plates. Exploring areas of lifestyle,
and utility, emerged the fellowship outcomes. Pawan found
inspiration in the shapes, forms and aesthetics of the cluster.
Co-creating with Fakirmamd bhai, Pawan started attuning
forms with pragmatic structural designs, leading to interesting
outcomes in lifestyle accessories.
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Pawan Sankhala

Fakir Mamad Kumbhar

Fakirmamad’s Family
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Clay in contemporary lifestyle and
spaces, Rooting tradition in utility
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Mrinalini Bedi + Salim Ismail Kumbhar & Family

Mrinalini is a student at the Indian Institute of Craft and
Design Jaipur. Her roots are from the hills of Himachal
Pradesh. With her focus on Fired Material Application in
Ceramics, she brings a strong utilitarian approach to her
design practice. She aims to bridge the gap between
common people and the craftspeople.
Salim Ismael Kumbhar is a 23 year old lad, who has been
practicing pottery since the age of 10. Adept at sculpting
matkas or earthen pots, he hopes to continue the practice,
and promote it. He is socially active in the community, and
has a keen interest in sports.
Salimbhai, tunes his practice while listening to the beats of
Punjabi music, and is skilled at crafting traditional artefacts.
Focused on the utilitarian aspect of the outcomes, the
collaborative fellowship evolved in a direction that started
a dialogue on how clay could materialize a variety of
utilitarian objects. With a background in design rooted craft
practices, Mrinalinee aims to bring crafts to the core, and
among the masses through a design thinking approach. Her
understanding of the practice, and Salimbhai’s prowess in
moulding led to the utilitarian range.
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Mrinalini Bedi

Aamir Ali Kumbhar
Son

Salim Ismail Kumbhar

Ibrahim Kumbhar
Brother

Salma Kumbhar
Wife
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Clay in
contemporary
lifestyle and
spaces, Rooting
tradition in utility
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Saurabh Sharma + Sidhik Kumbhar & Family

Saurav Sharma, an Assistant Professor(Design) at Manipal
University Jaipur is an alumnus of the DAIICT, Gandhinagar.
Involved in the research of Indian Design History, Myths,
Folk Narratives and Visual Storytelling Art in India, his Visual
Ethnographic movie ‘Log Kehte Hain’ has been selected in
many national and international film festivals. He has a keen
interest towards Indian aesthetics, folk art, craft, ethnographic
design research, Inclusive design thinking etc.
Sidhik Yakub Kumbhar son of Yakub Hussain Kumbhar. Though
most of his time is on potter’s wheel making earthenware
plates or oil lamps, he is keen on experimenting with
traditional techniques to create new products. His father,
Yakub Bhai is very efficient with his techniques in clay and is a
wonderful storyteller.
Practicing the craft for about fifteen years, Sidhik bhai has
a firm hold of the material and techniques with moulding
earthenware plates or oil lamps. With his father, Yakkubhai
being an engaging storyteller who can hold audiences as
he speaks and moulds, Sidhik Bhai too has inherited some
characteristic traits which later evolved in the products.
With Saurav’s pursuits in ethnographic studies, and a zeal
for storytelling, collaboration with Sidhik bhai evolved
towards portraying the gender dynamic narrative in the craft.
Essentially, he aims to start a dialogue about social power of
men over women, and a discourse about economic system
involved in the making of the craft.
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Saurabh Sharma

Jamila Kumbhar
Sister-in-law

Sidhik Kumbhar

Yakub & Fatma Kumbhar
Parents
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Social dialogue and the craft practice
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Shreya Alok + Abdul Karim Kumbhar & Family

An alumnus of IICD, Jaipur, she studied about Indian crafts and
folk traditions. Currently based in Dharamshala in Himachal
Pradesh, she is an Artist-in-residence at The Cold Mountain
Studio. Her hands-on approach towards different dimensions
of clay have inclined her towards exploring the possibilities
of installation art and functional ceramics. Her work has
been exhibited at several art exhibits, including the Lalit Kala
Akademi, Delhi.
Abdul Karim Kumbhar belongs to the terracotta craft
community of Gundiyali, Kutch. He started practicing the craft
with his father at the age of 13, and went to work on transport
ships for a few years, when he grew up, in Africa and Dubai.
Later, he came back to Gundiyali to practice the craft and live
with his family. His three sons, his parents and his wife are all
involved in the practice.
Known for his adeptness in moulding large plates on the
wheel, Abdulbhai has also worked abroad in shipping, and
then returned back for continuing the craft practice. With
a fascination for new ideas, and a perpetual curiosity, he is
constantly learning new ways to create. In Shreya’s several
years of experience with ceramic art, she has worked with
multiple mediums, and has a penchant for pieces from the
past. Places, monuments and towns with historical elements
became an inspiration for the product range. With her skills
in form and material and Abdulbhai’s prowess in the craft, the
outcome has a new take on possibilities.
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Shreya Alok

Abdul Karim Kumbhar

Abdul Karim’s family
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Clay in contemporary lifestyle and spaces
An exchange of two terrains | A chapter from history
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Sushma Madappa + Salim Kasam Kumbhar

Sushma Madappa is a ceramic artist and holds an MBA
in Marketing. Her passion for pottery began a decade
ago, at Gallery Manora in Bangalore. As creative head for
her brand, label Reignforest, she is actively involved in
Research and development. A GIA (Gemological institute of
America) certified designer with a propensity to design and
conceptualize hand built, avant garde stoneware products, she
has exhibited at various shows including the Kala Ghoda Arts
Festival in Mumbai.
Salim Kasam started learning pottery from his uncle at the
age of 13. Since childhood, he has been inclined towards
creating and redefining shapes. He developed his tastes in
music along with the sound of beating the pots as part of the
process, which developed his taste in music. His wife Hanifa
is a constant source of support in the development process,
especially in the surface ornamentation process.
With a soulful voice and a sharp wit, Salim is an entertainer at
heart, and his craft practice is beautifully intertwined with his
pursuits. His insightful take on life emerged into observations
evolving into products in Sushma’s approach of avant garde
pottery. She believes that culture, community, and clay are
linked to food and drink. Her involvement with the craft
family, and especially Salim’s emerged into observations that
translated into a range of home decor products.
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Sushma Madappa

Kasam Kumbhar
Father

Salim Kasam Kumbhar

Jainab Kumbhar
Sister-in-law, Niece

Hanifa Kumbhar
Wife
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Clay in contemporary lifestyle and spaces, Contextual dialogue in decor
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Approaches to the
fellowship
At DICRC, our collaboration with the terracotta craft
community has spanned about half a decade. Over this
period, we’ve seen the craftspeople gain dexterity and further
awareness in various aspects of new markets. Throughout this
time we have also been able to gauge interests of individual
makers. After identifying key craftspeople, we saw immense
potential to explore with the practice. For this, engagement
from a new perspective was imperative. The idea behind the
fellowship program evolved from here.
The first step was to put across an open call for proposals.
We were constantly looking for an evolving, fresh, and
innovative take on the craft practice. Placing the call across
various institutions, and creative networks, we received an
enormous number of proposals. Creatives from advertising,
communication design, ceramics, architecture and spatial
design, product design, accessory design, etc intrigued us on
the kind of possibilities they saw. Proposals defined the scope,
initial ideas, timelines and practice with the community, further
leading to an understanding of individual practitioners with
personal interviews. Based on the craftspeople identified on
the field, their inclination, the innovative merit, feasibility of
ideation, we chose eight strong proposals.
Since then, an exchange of collaboration between
contemporary awareness and traditional practice has been
51

established. From our fellows coming from all walks of life
and disciplines, their interpretation of the craft is impeccably
diverse - from a new take on traditional products, utility based
products, spatial products, fashion products to technology
and the market, we opened areas of thought and action. Here
are some of the approaches and the journey embarked by our
maker and design fellows together.
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Clay in contemporary lifestyle and spaces

Decor elements in spaces inspire and intrigue visual palettes.
Traditional craft practices merged utility with ornamentation
to bring the visual quality in their homes and workplaces,
and that quality has carried on since ages. Only, today, the
contemporary needs of crafts are focused on the appreciation
of the technique, the craft, the cultural importance that it
brings, replacing utility as the core purpose - that now is a
choice. Owning a hand crafted product has evolved into being
a matter of luxury, and patronage, in supporting traditional
practices. While this stays true, the visual tastes of people have
evolved as well. Influences from across the world have become
prominent in how people view their space. There is a growing
trend for grounding in core roots with a fresh, rearticulated
take. Looking at terracotta craft practice for lifestyle was a
diverse process in individual practices, and product ranges of
our fellows and makers.
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An exchange of two terrains
With an attuned sense of clarity on the outcome intent, the
vision was to create a contemporary line of products using
the existing techniques and processes prevalent in the cluster.
Taking inspiration from the craft of bell-making in Himachal
Pradesh, they brought together an exchange between the
crafts of two distinct terrains - the mountains, and deserts. In
Shreya’s studio practice, she makes ceramic bells, which were
a good starting point for her interaction and collaboration with
the craftspeople.
Since, bells are cylindrical forms, they resembled forms
that the craftspeople were already making, like the matkas,
kulhads, visis (earthen pots, mugs, money banks, respectively).
Keeping these forms alive, but turning them upside down
and adding a striker gave a new character to existing forms.
Simplifying the form and illustration, Shreya introduced the
tastes and trends of the contemporary market, a minimalistic
aesthetic. Everyone from the family was involved in the
process, the children, Zubair, Sabbir and Shehzaad helped in
making strikers, and the holes for the rope to be added. While
traditionally, trimming and turning of pots is not prevalent,
the technique was introduced to ensure a fine finish. Looking
at the craft practice in a new light, Abdul Karim and his family
were visually stimulated at Shreya’s glazed stoneware bells
from her studio work. Further, with the surface ornamentation
of the bells, the women craftspeople worked with Shreya to
come up with a simple design instead of complicated lines.
Sourcing the rope from the nearby town of Mandvi, the idea
was to design products that can be taken up in practice
further. With about twenty bells in number, in sets of four
and five, the aesthetic character of the bells had variations.
Installed in different heights, the bells are a great addition to
living spaces of diverse user personas, and can be placed in
home decor retail.
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Abdul Karim on the wheel to start the process

Experimenting with different forms for the bells

Painting and surface ornamentation of the bells

The bell structures in place
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Terracotta bells for interior spaces,
with strikers made of wood, and
ropes sourced from the town of
Mandvi, close to Gundiyali.
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A chapter from history
Ancient Indian architecture, inspired specifically from the Persian
influence in Indo-Islamic architecture, Shreya’s studio practice
involves making niches as wall installations. Traditionally niches
were used in courtyards to be lit with diyas (earthen lamps). Only
found in ruins, forts and palaces today. Gundiyali’s old houses
too have niches present, but are fading away for people are
reconstructing concrete homes, ‘in the search of modern’. The
idea is to revive the element in the home decor space as an
installation. Collaborating with the craftspeople was, Shreya’s
journey here was one of constant learning and exchange. Since,
flat slabs were unusual for the craftspeople, that was exploratory.
Creating niches with clay was unusually new, and therefore
engaging as an experience because of heightened curiosity.
Flat slabs have technical limitations that were planned on the
field, for instance, warping, slow drying and the consistency of
the slab quality. Introducing slab rollers was a new technique for
craftspeople. The process of creating these was slow, unlike how
the general production is at the cluster with about 1000 - 1500
pots are made everyday. A new insight for craftspeople was that
it is imperative to make slowly, and well, instead of too many like
a machine - that’s the differentiation point. Surface enhancements
on the niches were collaboratively looked at, and a traditional
style was what kept the essence intact.
The wall niches as an installation art could be placed in an art
gallery or in a public space. They’re also relevant for home decor
spaces, yet giving off a luxury, commissioned piece of work, which
is participatory in process with the maker, artist and the patron.
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`Making of the niches with slabs

Form and shape carving of the niches

Wall Niches / Jharonkha kept for drying

Installation of the painted niches on the wall
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Contextual dialogue in decor
Decor isn’t only an aesthetic appeal to a place, it shall spark
dialogue among people. With the terracotta craft community of
Gundiyali, their lives, aspirations, ideologies, and their place in
the larger world context, inspiration for utility decor was rooted
in the community. Observing, and engaging with the craft
family, and understanding their physical environment and social
dynamic through conversations guided the design ideation. The
product outcomes are also designed to keep in mind ergonomic
functionality for modern spaces, while retaining the essence of the
regional specificity. From kitchen to lifestyle accessories including
ashtrays, coffee table decor, serve ware, and souvenirs - the
range of products aims at driving nostalgia among the potential
audiences.
Starting with forms and conversations, the first few days included
deconstructing forms and challenging the perception of what
can be made. This was where the collaboration grew stronger
between the maker and the design fellow. Reinterpreting what
the craft family makes to suit contemporary design sensibilities
was an important exercise through the process. This process
with conversations about life, society, politics, music continued,
to finally emerge into three inspiration points, and a range of
products.
‘Minni’
Gundiyali is a coastal town, where seafood is a staple. Meals
often were a medley of seafood including prawns, crabs, and fish.
Where there is fish, the cats will follow. These feline creatures
can be found everywhere - hiding under charpoys, as vigilantes
on rooftops and more often than not dozing off under the winter
sun. While the women of the household gather around the
fisherwoman, poking and prodding the fish and trying to extract
the best bargain, the cats abandon their usual spots to hover
around in the hope of devouring scraps of seafood. These cats,
also known as Billadi in Gujarati and Minni in the Kutchi dialect
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Small children in the town of Gundiyali

Making process of the decor products

Observations on the gender dialogue in Gundiyali

Salim Kasam working on the wheel
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inspired a range of products titled Minni. Silhouettes of cats
have been used on the surface of tiles, vases and serve ware,
adding a dash of quirk to an otherwise simple form. Using
these motifs also stimulated craft family in understanding how
things in their environment could serve as an inspiration for
new innovative surface designs and techniques.
‘Salim ke falsafey’
With a love for music, and a blessed voice, the maker recites
the Adhan in the local mosque every friday. The muezzin
or the person who recites the Adhan from the mosque is
usually chosen for his talent and ability in reciting the Adhan
beautifully, melodiously and loudly. Much like the other people
in the village of Gundiyali Salim is not given to any kind of
bias with regard to religion or caste. Brainstorming sessions
were often punctuated by discussions on philosophy and
religion. He would often enthusiastically regale with tales
of Makhdhoom Ali Mahimi (known for his liberal views and
humanist ideals and revered by Hindus and Muslims alike).
Salim often quotes and translates the preachings of the likes of
Ala-Hazrat and Abdul Qadir Jilani, simultaneously exhibiting a
curiosity in Sushma’s personal spiritual practice as well. Salim is
particularly fond of poetry and the scriptures. Inspired by this
shared passion for the written word, Sushma decided to find
inspiration in Salim’s quoted lines on the product outcomes.
This further facilitated discussions with the rest of the family
members and made it possible to drive the fact that individual
thoughts and ideas mattered and could add value to the craft
and community as a whole.
‘Ganith’
People from across the world dread math the most, and
often the subject is the cause of sleepless nights. Inspired by
and challenges the current education trend of the village of
Gundiyali, this range of product outcomes draws attention to
this issue and generate conversation around it. This range has
the potential to further facilitate grants and funding towards
development of the craft community and in turn motivate the
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‘Mini’ (cat) in the decor elements

The Product range inspired from cultural contexts

‘Ganith’ as a part of the range

Salim’s words on the product range, as inspiration
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artisans to challenge the status quo and attempt to resolve
issues surrounding higher education. Most individuals in
Gundiyali are educated till the grades 8 and 10. And further,
aspire to study till then as students. Taking a cue from the
popular expression “ek aur ek gyaarah” (one and one is
eleven), Sushma took inspiration from the recurrence of
numbers 8 and 10 by saying that 10 times eight doesn’t always
mean 80 and 8 plus 10 doesn’t always equal 18, the intention
is to point to the myriad possibilities that exist beyond the
8 and 10 grades. The product outcomes have a chequered
pattern that mimics a math notebook. Within these squares
we have the number 8 and 10 ten in various permutations and
combinations of additions and multiplications. For centuries
people have been addressing social, political and economic
causes through the medium of art. Ganith is one such attempt
in this direction.
Multifaceted channels are possible for the product range
outcomes. With craft tourism evolving in the town, the tourist
population is definitely one potential audience through
souvenir shops in hotels, outside temples, palaces, forts and
other such destinations. Apart from that, the products can be
placed on e-commerce sites with a focus on locally sourced,
handmade products. Restaurants and cafes that are looking for
accessories and utilitarian decor elements that complement
their ambience, event management companies looking for
giveaways and curated hampers and further corporate gifting
are unexplored markets that can be explored. Architects and
interior designers looking for installation art and functional
items like tiles, wall hooks and decor accessories can also be
potential consumers.
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The Accessory holder installation in use

‘Ganith’ as a part of the range

Kasam Kumbhar using the ashtray
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Modularity in light and spaces
The fundamental idea started with creating functional light forms
that can suit the space they’re placed in. Spatial functionality, and
flexibility is what is the key outlook, which geared the product
development process. Inspired from wood turning techniques,
the modular tall forms were conceptualized, and the scale was
determined to be between half a feet to about five feet tall, which
ensured usability in diverse spaces.
The prototyping started with the first module, the smallest scale,
and then gradually adding shapes and further modules. The
connectivity of the various modules here was a challenge. With
the help of the maker, and his understanding of the material,
instead of attaching the parts during the making, a mechanism in
connection was established. This also would help in the gradual
portability, and usability of the outcome.
Surface for the light interaction has been derived from the
intricate painting done traditionally on pots, and rearticulated for
the light - shadow effect. The cuts are also placed strategically to
reduce the weight of the lamps. With traditional aesthetic, and
contemporary usability, the outcome is an adaptable piece for
lifestyle and home decor. The outcomes embrace varying light
qualities from soft to hard, creating diverse moods, based on
when the pieces are in use.
We see that these outcomes have a market in the lifestyle
segments, with an upper-middle class to luxury consumption,
being placed in retail. The diversity of use cases is what makes
these usable for a variety of consumer segments - a young
individual for a small lamp in the house or all the modules while
hosting a house party, to a large family using it for their living
room space, etc.
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Exploring forms on the wheel

First few small modular elements for the taller structures

Modular elements of the lamp in making

Explorations of the taller structures
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Hanging modular lamp
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Explorations of the taller structures

Modular elements of the lamp in making
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Rooting tradition in utility
Contemporary Indian lifestyle has found its place in a comfortable
modern aesthetic, grounded in traditional roots. It’s not
substantially minimal in its appeal, neither ornamented as
practiced in the ancient times, it has a relatively fresh character
in form, design and surface. Inspiration of one aspect of the
outcome from an olden time and recapturing the essence in the
current times with the needs of the day.
Inspired from the dome structure of the mosque, with the craft
community being a part of the Brar Muslim community, a range
of modern utility products have emerged. A table top accessory
with traditional illustrative patterns, pen holder with a form that
reminds of another time, to hanging lamps that mimic a mosquelike dome, constant development of forms and product outcomes
have emerged.
From old vessels, and existing traditional objects that the
craftspeople create, an inspiration for modern utility products
emerged, which are usually not the ones made from clay. Taking
the form of a traditional bottle, or bhabhudi a diya stand or
light stand used during the festivities of Diwali, and a wall hook.
Paper weight shaped like a bhabu, wall plates inspired from the
traditionally huge plates or paatar were a few outcomes.
These products are utility based, contemporary lifestyle products
that can be placed in self-driven maker exhibitions, galleries,
retail stores or even on online platforms. Garnering good traction
during festivals and occasions like housewarming ceremonies,
these have a mass audience.
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Traditional pots of Gundiyali

Making the terracotta hanger

Minitiature outcomes

Children exploring the pottery wheel and craft practice
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Gamification in cultural knowledge through craft

Crafts are at the center of cultural dynamic, whether it is about
the lifestyles, relationships and dependencies with a community,
and further, social issues including economic welfare, gender
roles, sociological, religious and regional practices. Crafts are an
indigenous identity. The material culture in craft practices evolves
towards future relevance, and keeps narratives from the past alive.
Postmodernism lies in the co-existence of the past, the present
and the future. Education on history, and culture at the primary
schooling is often limited to texts. It has been seen how in urban
scenarios, children are often alienated from their roots, or cultural
context. Gamification through crafts brings together the tangible
essence of the craft, gives an insight into a culture through the
interaction, and further brings a new opportunity area for craft
communities for positioning fresh outcomes in the contemporary
market.
The ideas were to emerge from observations, and ethnographic
research, insights from the field. Working in the areas of
narratives, Leena aimed to bring out the narratives of the
Terracotta Craft Community of Gundiyali that became sources of
educative interaction. One emerging narrative was in ‘the idea of
home’, which talks about Gundiyali as an identity for the people.
There are many narratives of people returning to the cluster after
having worked elsewhere and abroad. The idea of ‘Kutchch’ and
the land - or ‘des’ was the immensely portrayed in the community.
Taking the concept of home, in how the arrangements are, what
are the nuances of the material used - forms across the house,
traditional elements, earthenware, what is now left, and how it
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The traditional roofing system

Interiors of the house

Parts of the craft practice - clay mixing

Traditional elements of the lifestyle in miniatures
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Emerging Narratives in Gundiyali : Design Ethnography
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Brainstorming & Initial Ideation
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was earlier. Then there were narratives about the material, the
sentiment behind association with ‘maati’. Nature is another point
which is truly synchronized in the lifestyle, with sustainability being
an organic part of life, instead of imposition. The points on history,
body and community are also imperative points that shape the
thinking process and comprehension of the various individuals,
families, and the community.
the nuances of the material used - forms across the house,
traditional elements, earthenware, what is now left, and how it
was earlier. Then there were narratives about the material, the
sentiment behind association with ‘maati’. Nature is another point
which is truly synchronized in the lifestyle, with sustainability being
an organic part of life, instead of imposition. The points on history,
body and community are also imperative points that shape the
thinking process and comprehension of the various individuals,
families, and the community.

Documenting ethnography as an interactive tangible game
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Documenting ethnography as an interactive tangible game
‘Potter’s abode’, the house of a Kutchi Kumbhar, bringing out the
sentiment behind ‘home’, talking about the historical traditions,
the culture and also the lifestyle which shows a great integration
of the craft practice as a livelihood, and how the family life exists
around it. There are cultural nuances and specific reasons behind
everything that’s there in the house, whether it is the curved
halved clay modules (or desi nariyas) for letting rainwater pass
through smoothly, keep the house warm in cold days and vica
versa with air passages, or the large earthenware pot, ‘kuthi’
to store grains for a longer period. Interactive gamification for
an educative experience with a tangible physical existence of
material, a play house from the Indian origin of sorts. The second
set of product system was inspired from the regional games
played through oral traditions passed on from generation to
generation, two strategy based games, ‘bharat kakri’ and ‘sih
bakri’ originated, bringing them back in a tangible, tactile form.
Prototype development revolved around a lot of ambiguity, since
the playhouse needed to have some permanent parts to make
the framework of the structure, and a few dynamic ones so there
is interactivity and tangible outcomes of the activity. Starting with
making small miniatures of different objects with the Kuthi (grain
storage jar) and Kulhad (glass) as the references, there would be
inputs from the entire neighbourhood around. For the playhouse
initially, we were to use clay to make walls, and using grooves to
connect them. But since clay is fragile, and also when it interacts
with the close surroundings, it often expands and reduces, so
there could be problems with the grooves. Donkey poop is a
material often used to give strength to clay if a flat surface needs
to be made. With magnets inserted inside the walls and joining
them together, it could have a modular structure. With this the
modules had to be very small, and post firing, often clay tilts to
one side. This makes it difficult for the wall to look one when
attached in parts. After exploring a few materials including wood,
ply and micro-fiber board, they found the boards that are used
for chullas, which are locally known as fiber boards, available
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Planning the arrangement of miniature toys

Making of the modular home structure

Minitiatures for the house

The making of the roofing modules, Naliyas
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in Gundiyali itself. They were pressed, dried clay boards with a
mix. One can drill holes in these, and create a structure. The
house with a living room and a bedroom, is equipped with
various regional and cultural nuances, with the ‘Pachni’ (a raised
platform on the wall against the door) where plates and utensils
are arranged aesthetically, then ‘Madhuni’, along with ‘Khaats’,
‘Petis’ as the bed, storage cabinet, and earthenware pots used
for various occasions like the ‘Ghadi’, which has a significant use
in weddings. The workshop area is an open space with a roof
overhead, where one could squat / sit and turn the wheel making
artefacts, and keep them around to dry out. This space is full of
products to be sold to customers or to distributors who come
in. The organically emerging ‘aangan’ space where living and
working meet, with ‘Khaats’ to sit around and socialize among
neighbours, to play area for the kids, storage and to dry the
artefacts, also to do the ornamentation part. This also worked as
a display for trade. The roofs have a specific architectural style,
as semi round modules that are thinner in the start, and wider at
the ends, called ‘desi nariyas’ which fit into each other creating
space for air ventilation and for rainwater to not enter the homes.
These also kept the homes warm in winter and cooler in summer
due to the properties of clay and the air current flow designed in
the apt way. To be essentially played by kids between the ages
of 8 years to 12 years, it is an interactive educational experience,
with information about the community, the craft and earthenware,
it also gives them an insight into ancient form of buildings and a
reasoning behind it. The roofs are separate and the second layer
of clay modules is to be attached the players themselves
An interesting scope for the outcome is with Non-resident Indians
who find an association with the cultural nuances, and a way back
to their roots, while residing far. The product outcome talks about
a community, a culture, a new one for those who are curious.
Curious, culture enthusiasts from around the world are another
potential market, whether it is the physical tourists who visit the
cluster or the ones looking for interesting pieces, games, books,
resources online or in museums.
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Surface ornamentation with traditional motifs on the miniature toy pieces of the playhouse, Potter’s Abode
Making of the house elements and arrangements
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The Playhouse

Pachni of the playhouse

The roofing system in arrangement

Workshop and the aangan area
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Oral traditional games as board games in terracotta
The two traditional games that were taken forward from
generation to generation orally, had parameters of clarity and
some parts where we needed to derive meaning, form and shape.
Some discussions on size, shapes and form were done there as
well. The traditionally played regional game of Bharat Kakri is
a strategic two player game where one needs to place three of
their coins in one straight line, against the opponent’s attacks. The
coins are inspired from the traditional form of the ‘visi’ or piggy
bank and the subtle outlying meaning here is that one loses their
hard earned savings, if they’re not careful in life.
The second game, Sih Bakri, tigers and goats known as Wagh
Bakri in the rest of Gujarat, is a regional game that contains as
coins, two tigers and nine goats. Here, the tiger can eat up a lone
goat, it cannot destroy a herd. There are intricate meanings to
it, that tell about the cultural nuances of unity and being a part
of your community, and supporting your people to protect them
from destroyers. It simply talks about how there’s life in unity. The
board games are utility for everyone. Although they have a strong
cultural context, but are as universal in approach.
The games can be played simply as board games, and placed
in curated retail stores, they could be used as a part of the
hospitality and/or utility in concept stores, cafes and restaurants,
there is a possibility of museums, galleries and cultural centers to
make it a part of their collections. Although regional, these games
often have a counterpart in other regions named differently,
and the visual stimulation brings in a glimpse of that for many.
Schools, exhibitions, fairs, cultural fests, art festivals are all good
places for the product outcomes.
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The Bharat Kakri / Bharat Visi game

Sih Bakri game
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Social dialogue and the craft practice

Social dialogue within craft clusters is imperative. Tangible
product outcomes are a part of the craft practice, however, there
is a lack in understanding the intrinsic personal closeness that
craftspeople have with their traditional skills. It is important to
note that art as a medium has spearheaded the cultural shift and
dynamic for years. Craftspeople are creative entrepreneurs, and
often express like artists. With an interest in social narratives of the
community, Saurabh’s product outcomes were inspired from the
community, and the material.
With the first cue of inspiration being ‘mitti’ or the material of
terracotta itself, the collaboration was centered in a dialogue
about the craft process, the community and the lifestyle.
During the conversation, one central aspect that came across in
observation was a gender parity. The idea emerged to express the
social power of men over women, a discourse about economic
system involved in the making of the craft. Clay relief depiction
about the entire process of pottery was created on huge plates
made out of clay. While documenting the everyday activities
of the craft cluster on video, an interesting cue emerged about
the ritual of cock fighting. This included making of various
creatures around that could were a part of the larger ecosystem
of the village, the cultural significance of those. From clay relief
structures to figurines, the idea was to capture the essence of the
community through the craft practice. Throughout this time, the
fellow interacted extensively with the women by helping them
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Craftswoman painting the earthern pot in traditional
technique

The craft process

Articulation of the craft practice showing the involvement
of women and men in the process.

Close up of the figurines
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around the house to break the ice. Sharing several experiences
and issues that they face on a daily basis, women were slowly
getting comfortable for the camera too. This product outcome
is a visual narrative of ‘dekhe andekhe’, acknowledging the
overlooked hands.
The product outcomes are sources of discussions from the
community, by the community and to the community. The aim was
to bring the local artisans and their local techniques interwoven
with their culture, leading to create products which are personal
to the community. Placed in spaces where audiences are intrigued
about rituals, storytelling, culture, etc. In institutions where
anthropology, sociology, and folklore are in discussion, bringing
value to a great number of associated people.
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Glimpses from the documentary

Glimpses from the documentary
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Functional art to aid environment conscious technology

In the times of Artificial intelligence, technological advancements
are gearing the world towards evolvement. Craft and technology
put together can open new avenues for sustainable development
of handmade practices, and their relevance in the rapidly
changing world around us. The terracotta craft community
in Gundiyali is quite accessible to the world around them.
Technologically connected, they’re active on various platforms.
They discover and learn things, and aspire towards technological
advancements. At the same time, craftspeople and crafts across
the world are catching up, integrating with technology, evolving
towards solving problems of the current times. While sustaining
traditional art has a certain cultural significance to it, there
is a need to generate constant, meaningful employment for
craftspeople.
The craft community is adept at creating earthen pots, with
intricate surface embellishments. Terracotta as a material has
properties that directly interact with the environment around.
Traditionally earthen pots are used for cooling water. Water
inside the pots gets naturally cooled due to evaporative cooling.
This fact, lead to the emergence of a system that uses the same
principle but in reverse order. Creating tubes instead of the pots,
and letting the air pass through the earthen tubes soaked in water.
Calibrating the traditional method with modern computational
tools and material research we are able to reduce the energy
consumption and carbon footprint of cooling drastically.
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Modules for air passages

Top view of the modules

Modules cut for internal systems

Modules kept for drying
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A continuation of Monish’s professional practice, where he was
exploring cooling processes through terracotta. Jusab’s interest
and capabilities in technology intrigued him to the idea, and
their collaboration started seamlessly with discussions on how
the technology would work. A few iterations in the coming days
with and trial-errors, finally the iterations were taking shape
towards a scaled down version of the ‘beehive’ that Monish had
been working on. The process involved increasing the porosity of
terracotta through flour, and further by making holes inside a pot where everyone in the family gave in suggestions.
Due to its ecological and artistic nature, the product system
offers an alternative to the energy inefficient air cooling system.
Aiming to provide a breathing life for citizens by both purifying
and beautifying public spaces, the system is inspired by the
structure of densely packed group of cells within a beehive. This
further, also paves the way for functional art with crafts, which can
further generate immense employment opportunities for the craft
community. The Beehive is designed as a cooling device that can
cool public spaces and also purifier air by growing moss on this
installations. This can garner demand in different spaces including
public areas, generating regular income streams.
Functional art is the future. The product outcome as a solution is
visually & functionally aesthetic, has an eco-friendly design, and
is inexpensive. Further Monish plans to design a highly efficient
inclusive business model with a manufacturing and delivery
system with minimum travel distance (maximum 150 kms) from
the production facility to customers. Outsourcing the different
manufacturing processes to various stakeholders, particularly a
network of local artisans and craftsmen associated with regional
‘CoolAnt’ centres through which all intermediate processes
are routed. These centres would work with local craftsmen
dependent on ceramics and pottery closer to some of the major
cities in which the centers would operate. This will create a wider
framework of inclusivity by involving regional stakeholders and
local craftsmen of different regions and connecting them to
markets.
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The Beehive
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Conclusion
The presence of traditional crafts in the contemporary
times shall meet the needs of evolving times. With eight
new perspectives and takes on the age old practice of
terracotta pottery, and its interpretation in today’s time the Craft CoLaborative Fellowship Programme established
new identities for the craft practice. A collaborative effort
between the craft families, fellows, and mentors, products
with viability for the market or potential for new markets have
been materialized so far. Further, we see this to be taken up
in independent contexts by individual fellows, craftspeople,
or as inspiration for new work for enthusiasts and fellow
professionals.
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